UAB MINI-CONFERENCE

THIS STUFF REALLY WORKS:
SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES FOR PREVENTING AND MANAGING DIFFICULT DEMENTIA BEHAVIORS

Thursday, April 29, 2021
9:00 AM – 12:00 PM, CT
via Zoom

$75.00 - Healthcare providers, nurse educators

Fee Waived - Caregivers (no CEU credit available)

OBJECTIVES
• Identify types of dementia
• Understand the neurobiology of dementia
• Apply strategies to prevent and manage care-resistant behaviors

People living with dementia often refuse or reject care which distresses formal and informal caregivers. Our approach often makes these behaviors worse. This mini-con will help you to prevent and manage care-resistant behavior in a manner that respects the dignity and personhood of the older adult.

REGISTER NOW

PRESENTED BY
Rita Jablonski, PhD, CRNP, FGSA, FAAN

3.3 Nursing CEUs
2.75 Social Work CEUs

For more information, contact askSONCE@uab.edu.